The morphology of synapses is of central interest in neuroscience because of the intimate relation with synaptic efficacy. Two decades of gene manipulation studies in different animal models have revealed a repertoire of molecules that contribute to synapse development. However, since such studies often assessed only one, or at best a few, morphological features at a given synapse, it remained unaddressed how different structural aspects relate to one another. Furthermore, such focused and sometimes only qualitative approaches likely left many of the more subtle players unnoticed. Here, we present the image analysis algorithm 'Drosophila_NMJ_Morphometrics', available as a Fiji-compatible macro, for quantitative, accurate and objective synapse morphometry of the Drosophila larval neuromuscular junction (NMJ), a well-established glutamatergic model synapse. We developed this methodology for semi-automated multiparametric analyses of NMJ terminals immunolabeled for the commonly used markers Dlg1 and Brp and showed that it also works for Hrp, Csp and Syt. We demonstrate that gender, genetic background and identity of abdominal body segment consistently and significantly contribute to variability in our data, suggesting that controlling for these parameters is important to minimize variability in quantitative analyses. Correlation and principal component analyses (PCA) were performed to investigate which morphometric parameters are inter-dependent and which ones are regulated rather independently. Based on nine acquired parameters, we identified five morphometric groups: NMJ size, geometry, muscle size, number of NMJ islands and number of active zones. Based on our finding that the parameters of the first two principal components hardly correlated with each other, we suggest that different molecular processes underlie these two 
Introduction
Normal brain function relies on functional neuronal networks in which neurons connect and communicate with one another. Communication primarily takes place at chemical synapses, where neurotransmitters are released from the presynaptic compartment of a neuron and activate receptors at the postsynaptic compartment of its target cell. Abnormal synaptic development and function have been found to underlie cognitive disorders such as intellectual disability, autism spectrum disorder and schizophrenia [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . The morphology and function of synapses are highly intertwined [6] [7] [8] [9] and morphological aspects have therefore been studied extensively to gain further insight into the regulatory networks underlying synaptic function. Mammalian dendritic spines change shape upon maturation and plasticity from long, thin filopodia-like structures to typical stubby and mushroom-shaped postsynaptic compartments of increased efficacy [10, 11] . In Drosophila, synaptic structure and activity is modulated according to circadian timing [12] [13] [14] [15] or upon experienced-dependent or stimulated activity [16, 17] , to name only three examples.
Despite the central interest in synapse morphology in neuroscience -studied at different developmental stages, upon genetic or environmental perturbation and in different organismsit is still largely unknown how different structural aspects relate to one another and adapt in a coordinated manner when changes are induced. Systematic synapse morphometry could shed light on these poorly understood relationships. In genetically unperturbed conditions, such insights would be crucial to understand the developmental design principles that shape the synapse. This in turn would provide a basis to identify the genetic players that drive the required coordinated structural changes during synaptic development and plasticity with higher sensitivity.
As an initial step into quantitative, correlative synapse morphometry, we have turned to an identifiable, methodologically and genetically accessible synaptic terminal: the Drosophila larval neuromuscular junction (NMJ). The Drosophila NMJ is an extensively studied and wellestablished in vivo model for glutamatergic synapse biology [18, 19] . The synaptic terminal, a branched chain of synaptic boutons, is formed by the motor neuron and gets surrounded by the subsynaptic reticulum (SSR) as it invades its target muscle [20] . Boutons are periodic enlargements [21] that host the presynaptic release sites, 'active zones' [20] , at which the synaptic vesicles dock to the presynaptic membrane to release their neurotransmitters. Together with the exactly opposed postsynaptic receptor complex, the active zone forms the chemical synapse [20] . Large scale genetic screens at the NMJ have been very successful in identifying genes and molecular mechanisms of synapse development [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . However, so far, these screens have largely relied on visual inspection and semi-quantitative scoring of a limited amount of morphometric features. While this has uncovered main determinants of NMJ morphology, it is likely that the extent of the regulatory networks remained undiscovered.
In this study, we developed a macro in Fiji (an open-source image analysis software [32] ) to quantitatively assess nine morphometric features in a large number of glutamatergic NMJs based on high-content fluorescence microscopy images. We found the macro to accurately assess eight of them (NMJ area, perimeter, total length, longest branch length, number of islands, number of branches and branching points and number of active zones), making it suitable for high-throughput analyses of synapse morphology. Here, in preparation for reverse genetic approaches, this method was applied to two isogenic host strains of genomewide RNAi libraries (VDRC [33] ; see Methods) to build large wt-like control datasets. Using these data, we followed a systems biology approach by using the differences in gender, abdominal body segment and genetic background as natural sources of biological variation to gain insights into the (in)dependencies and correlations of the measured morphometric NMJ features. Our study is the first to investigate the systems properties of the well-studied Drosophila NMJ, providing new insights into the design principles of a synapse.
Results

Generating a large NMJ image repository
We generated a large collection of NMJ images in two different genotypes, the isogenic host strain for the GD and KK RNAi libraries of the Vienna Drosophila Resource Center [33] crossed to a panneuronal elav promotor line (see Methods). The obtained larvae were dissected and stained with antibodies against two key components of the NMJ, the discs large 1 protein (Dlg1 -the ortholog of mammalian PSD-95) and bruchpilot (Brp-sole ortholog of human ELKS/CAST/ERC proteins [34] ), to visualize general synapse morphology and active zones [35] , respectively. We focused on abdominal segments A2-A5, which are best accessible in larval 'open book' preparations. In total we acquired microscopic images of 1576 NMJs in 397 larvae.
A Fiji macro for high-throughput, objective and multiparametric NMJ analysis
It is a laborious undertaking to measure NMJ features (semi) manually, especially when several NMJ features are of interest. To support high-throughput analyses and achieve objective quantification, we set out to develop a macro for computer-assisted morphometry that can accurately quantify high-content, non-confocal images.
The macro 'Drosophila_NMJ_morphometrics', was developed using the open source Fiji platform [32] and is made available via figshare, a public repository where users can make their research outputs available: https://figshare.com/s/ec634918c027f62f7f2a [36] . For usage, Fiji needs to be installed and the macro has to be downloaded and saved with the extension (.ijm) into the Fiji Plugins folder. The macro will appear in the Plugins menu under the name Drosophila_NMJ_Morphometrics. Upon running the macro a graphical interface displays the default settings of the macro, which can be adjusted according to the customer's needs. The 'help' option offers additional information. A point-by-point protocol for using the macro is provided in the supplementary material (S1 Protocol).
The macro consists of three sub macro's that can be used separately or run in a consecutive manner to analyze and process images (via checkbox options of the macro interface). The first sub macro "Convert to stack" identifies all image files available and creates stacks and maximum intensity projections of both channels. The second sub macro "Define ROI" presents the projections to manually delineate the region of interest (ROI). As we were interested in type 1b NMJs on muscle 4, this manual step was required to exclude type 1s synaptic terminals on the same muscle, and occasionally exclude synapses on nearby muscles that are present in the images. The third sub macro "Analyze" applies fully automated analysis through all stacks within the limits of the ROI. For each NMJ, nine morphological parameters are measured (described in more detail below) and processed to an (.txt) output file. Images are processed to a result picture, in which the delineation of the automatically recognized NMJ features is presented.
During image analysis, from each NMJ three structures were derived: 1) NMJ outline, 2) NMJ skeleton and 3) number of Brp-positive active zones. Technical details underlying each derived structure are described in the Methods section Image Analysis. The NMJ outline is used to determine the NMJ area and its perimeter and a subsequent watershed separation provides the number of boutons (Fig 1A, NMJ outline indicated in yellow). From the skeleton ( Fig  1A, indicated in blue) five NMJ features are deduced: the total NMJ length, the sum of the length of the longest continuous path connecting any two end points (longest branch length), the number of unconnected Dlg1-stained compartments per NMJ (referred to as 'islands'), the number of branches and the number of branching points (one branching point connects three or more branches). The number of active zones was determined by counting Brp-positive spots in the Brp-channel (Fig 1A, indicated by white foci). Taken together, the macro determines three derivatives per NMJ, from which it deduces nine morphological NMJ features. Eight of the nine features are based on the Dlg1-and one on the Brp-channel. Fig 1A provides a schematic overview of all nine NMJ features.
Image segmentation
The Fiji macro was used to process our dataset of 1576 NMJ images. We checked the quality of our images at low magnification (Fig 1B, input checkpoint 1 ) and found that for 33 images (2.09%) the NMJ was not fully captured in the acquired stack. Furthermore, a second checkpoint at high magnification (Fig 1B, input checkpoint 2 ) revealed 35 images (2.22%) in which the NMJ was partially out-of-focus, 25 images (1.59%) with weak staining and 21 images (1.33%) from which we could not guarantee the specificity of type 1b. For the remaining 1468 NMJ images (93.15%) (Fig 1C) , the macro-annotated images were used to evaluate the obtained NMJ outline, skeleton and Brp-positive active zones per NMJ image (Fig 1B, output  checkpoint 3 ). Variability in staining intensity led to a relatively high amount of images from which part of the NMJ outline was not recognized (n = 90, 6.13% from 1576), certain areas that lack Brp-positive active zones (n = 121, 8.24%) or a combination of these two events (n = 95, 6.47% from 1576). Images with skeleton misannotations (n = 186, 12.67% from 1576) were manually corrected. In summary, after three rounds of quality checks, we remained with a NMJ dataset of 1295 images for the NMJ-outline features (82.17% from initial; 86.62% from Fig 1. A Fiji macro to systematically quantify NMJ features. Representation of the Fiji-based macro for NMJ systems analysis (A). The macro was developed using Dlg1 and Brp image stacks as input (left to the arrow). For each NMJ, the indicated nine NMJ features are quantified. The NMJ area, perimeter and boutons are deduced from the NMJ outline and inner segmentations (indicated in yellow). The skeleton (blue) provides the five features total length, longest branch length (sub branches are excluded), the number of Dlg1-based islands (unconnected Dlg1 compartments, in blue and yellow), the number of branches (in different colors), the number of branching points (red dot). The Brp channel is used to count the number of active zones within the NMJ outline (white dots within the yellow outline). The NMJ muscle area is measured at lower magnification by the Fiji freehand selection (yellow box rectangle). NMJs are oriented anterior left, dorsal up. Schematic representation of the NMJ workflow (B). Larvae are dissected and NMJs are stained for Dlg1 and Brp and captured in images at the two magnifications 10x and 63x. Lower magnification snapshots are used to measure the muscle4 area and are simultaneously checked to ensure that the full NMJ is captured at high magnification (= checkpoint 1). Images at high magnification are progressed to stacks and projections in which the region of interest (ROI) is defined to exclusively analyze type 1b NMJs. Images are excluded in checkpoint 2 if the specificity of type 1b cannot be guaranteed or if the quality of the immunohistochemistry is poor. The first two bars of the bar graph (C) represent the amount of NMJs and the percentage that passed the two input checkpoints (93.15%). Sub macro 3 processes the NMJ towards quantitative output and the macro-annotated images are evaluated (= checkpoint 3). Bars three to five represent the percentage of NMJs per threshold that passed the output quality checkpoint (87.75% for the NMJ skeleton; 82.17% for the NMJ outline and 79.89% for Active zones). The final bar represents the percentage of investigated NMJs for which all features were of high quality (73.79%). 
Macro validation
In absence of truly objective NMJ measures, we compared the results obtained with the macro to the manual counts of two experienced experimenters for 30 NMJ images (S1 Table) . We first investigated the sample distributions to determine the deviation between manual and macro assessment over the complete set of images. The 95% confidence intervals largely overlapped with each other for the parameters NMJ area, perimeter, length, longest branch length, islands, branches, branching points, and active zones (S1 Fig). Thus, no significant differences were found between the distributions of macro and manual assessment for these NMJ features (Table 1) . However, the macro resulted in a significantly lower amount of bouton counts (macro: 16 boutons per NMJ; manual; 25 per NMJ; p<0.0001) ( Table 1 ). The 95% confidence interval widths were highly comparable between macro and manual counts, indicating that the macro does not add additional noise to the outcome (S1 Fig) . Secondly, we investigated the deviation between manual and macro evaluation per given sample, expressed as %deviation or sensitivity and specificity. The %deviation per given sample was often negative for the NMJ perimeter, length and longest branch length (S1 Table) , indicating that the macro measures somewhat higher absolute values as compared to the manual counts. On average, the boutons showed a six times higher % deviation between macro and manual counts compared to the NMJ area, perimeter, length and longest branch length (Table 1) . Sensitivity (the proportion of positive results that is indeed a true positive) and specificity (the proportion of true positives that is identified as such) was determined per NMJ image for the discrete NMJ features islands, branches, branching points and active zones (S1 Table) . On average, all four parameters scored >91% on sensitivity and >92% on specificity (Table 1) . Finally, Lin's concordance correlation coefficient (ccc), which describes the reproducibility between two evaluation methods, was calculated to determine the deviation of the acquired macro data from the perfect concordance (x = y) ( Table 1, Fig 2) [37] . On a scale from 0.00 to 1.00, the macro scored ccc's 0.84 for all NMJ features but bouton count. Bouton count resulted in a ccc of 0.22 (C.I.95% 0.10-0.32), which indicates that macro and manual performance are discordant. In summary, the macro assessed nine NMJ features, eight of which were successfully validated with high concordance correlations. We therefore mainly focused on these eight features in all subsequent analyses. To further validate the macro, we tested the reproducibility of published findings on mutants with altered synaptic parameters for each of the three principal image segmentation procedures performed by our macro (NMJ outline, skeleton and active zones). We and others have shown that Ankyrin 2 (Ank2, CG42734) mutant [38, 39] or knockdown [40] flies present with fused boutons and smaller NMJs. Here, we used panneuronal Ank2 knockdown NMJs as a positive control to validate the macro's NMJ outline (Fig 3A and 3B ). The NMJ area was significantly smaller upon Ank2 knockdown by two independent RNAi strains (Ank2-RNAi KK107238 339μm 2 , p adj = 2.18E-08; Ank2-RNAi KK107369 361μm
2 , p adj = 1.20E-05), compared to our genetic background control dataset (452 μm 2 ). The NMJ perimeter was only significantly smaller for the stronger RNAi strain (control 289μm; Ank2-RNAi KK107238 238μm, p adj = 1.82E-03). Highwire (hiw, CG32592) is a known regulator of NMJ length and the extent of branching and mutants typically present with long, highly branched NMJs [41] . Our macro reproduced the mutant phenotype in NMJs that have a panneuronal knockdown of Highwire, again by using two independent RNAi strains ( Fig 3C and 3D upon panneuronal knockdown (Rab3-RNAi KK100787 138 Brp-positive active zones; control 290
Brp-positive active zones; p = 4.43E-29) (Fig 3E and 3F) .
A quantitative NMJ dataset
The large collection of objectively quantified NMJ data offered the possibility to look at systematic differences in NMJ morphometry for gender, genetic background and body segment. For this purpose we restricted the dataset to images from which we obtained data for all nine features, including muscle measurements (due to the latter requirement an additional 62 NMJ elav-Gal4/+, n = 18 and w;UAS-Dicer-2/UAS-KK107369;elav-Gal4/+, n = 19) was confirmed to result in smaller NMJ size compared to genetic background controls (w;UAS-Dicer-2/+;elav-Gal4/+, n = 500) when using the macro (A-B). The macro-annotated outline is indicated in yellow. Highwire knockdown (w; UAS-Dicer-2/UAS-GD28163;elav-Gal4/+, n = 15 and w;UAS-Dicer-2/UAS-GD36085;elav-Gal4/+, n = 26) resulted in longer and more branched NMJs compared to genetic background control NMJs (w;UAS-Dicer-2/+;elav-Gal4/+, n = 402) (C-D). The macro-annotated skeleton is indicated in blue. Rab3 knockdown (w;UAS-Dicer-2/UAS-KK100787;elav-Gal4/+, n = 18) resulted in NMJs with a lower number of Brp-positive active zones compared to genetic background controls (w;UAS-Dicer-2/+;elav-Gal4/+, n = 476) (E-F). The macro-annotated Brp-positive active zones are indicated as white foci. Error bars indicate 95% confidence interval and asterisks represent significance (p adj < 0.05).
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1004823.g003
images were excluded). We divided the dataset into male-(n = 724) and female-specific (n = 377) data and evaluated the differences between both sexes. We found that six features significantly differed from each other (p adj < 0. ; p adj = 8.43E-09), perimeter (♂ 289μm; ♀ 306μm; p adj = 7.26E-06), NMJ total length (♂ 124μm; ♀ 130μm; p adj = 1.65E-04), longest branch length (♂ 107μm; ♀ 114μm; p adj = 8.30E-05) and muscle area (♂ 61377μm 2 ; ♀ 66976μm 2 ; p adj = 1.98E-15) (Fig 4) . In contrast, gender did not significantly impact the number of branches (♂ 5.5; ♀ 5.4; p adj = 1.00), branching points (♂ 1.7; ♀ 1.7; p adj = 1.00) and Islands (♂ 2.1; ♀ 2.1; p adj = 1.00). Taken together, this suggests that the branching geometry is similar for both sexes, whereas size is not. Next, we aimed to determine the influence that the genetic background might have on our NMJ features, focusing on two genetic backgrounds relevant for large scale reverse genetic screening. We divided our dataset, considering males only, into two genetic backgrounds, deriving from GD (n = 311) versus KK VDRC RNAi libraries (n = 413), and compared these between each other for each NMJ feature (Fig 5) . Three of the nine features showed a significant difference between the two tested genetic backgrounds: active zones (GD 267; KK 292; p adj = 2.21E-08), NMJ area (GD 396μm ; p adj = 3.29E-01) and NMJ perimeter (GD 288μm; KK 289μm; p adj = 9.57E-01). This data shows that the genetic background can be a significant source of "variance" at the NMJ.
The literature reports data for abdominal body segments in the range of A2-A5, whereby studies report on evaluated NMJ data at one segment or a combination of different segments [19, 43] . We aimed to quantitatively determine whether among these segments NMJs show considerable differences in one or several features. Consequently, we divided the dataset into four groups, each representing one segment. We did find differences among features across the 4 evaluated segments, following different spatial patterns. The number of active zones, branches and branching points showed a relative decrease from anterior to posterior (Fig 6A-6C) . However, only segment A2 showed significant differences to (some of) the other segments (Table A in S2 Table) . The number of islands followed the same pattern, but the values were not significantly different over the different segments (Fig 6D; Table A in S2 Table) . The total length and longest branch length showed the opposite pattern; segment A2 NMJs were significantly shorter than NMJs of segments A3-A5 (Fig 6E and 6F ; Table A in S2 Table) . The muscle area of segment A2 was also significantly smaller compared to segment A3. The size peaks in segment A3 and significantly decreased in the segments A4 and A5. The muscle size of segment A5 was significantly smaller than that observed for A2 (Fig 6G; Table A in S2 Table) . The NMJ area formed the fourth category that showed significant increase from segment A2 to A3 and a significant decrease to the same level from A4 to A5. The NMJ perimeter behaved very similar, although values were not significantly different from one another (Fig 6H and 6I ; Table A in S2  Table) . An overview of the number of cases, mean, confidence intervals en p-values is provided in S2A Table. Although not always significant, consistent patterns were observed in each group of gender and genetic background (Tables B-E in S2 Table) . Taken together, the NMJ features could be subdivided in four groups with different patterns over the abdominal segments A2-A5: i) active zones, branches, branching points and islands, ii) length and longest branch length, iii) muscle area and iv) NMJ area and perimeter.
Principal component analysis of NMJ morphology
Finally, we used our morphometric dataset to determine which NMJ features might correlate with each other and which features appear comparatively independent, to reveal coordinated aspects of NMJ morphology. A pair wise correlation analysis was performed, in which the correlations of all possible feature pairs were determined and ordered accordingly ( Fig 7A) . As one might have expected, the strongest positive correlation was found between branches and branching points (R = 0.92), indicating that these features can almost predict each other. The other group of moderately-to-strongly correlating features included the size-related features NMJ area, perimeter, length and longest branch length (0.45<R<0.82). The number of active zones correlated to a lesser extent with this group (0.36<R<0.47). We only observed a weak correlation between the NMJ area and the muscle area (R = 0.35). Both the features muscle area and number of islands seemed to behave as independent features, lacking any moderate (0.4<R0.7) or strong (R>0.7) correlation with any of the other NMJ features.
We applied a principal component analysis (PCA), a statistical method to reduce the dimensionality of a dataset, and summarized our data in five different components. This aggregation was the most acceptable because it explained 91% of the variance of our data and classified each of the measured NMJ features on one of these components (Fig 7B; Table A in  S3 Table) . The size-related features NMJ area, perimeter, length and longest branch length constitute the first principal component, which explained 38.2% of the total variance. The features branches and branching points contributed most to the second principal component (21.7% of the total variance), thus the second component mainly accounted for NMJ geometry. The first two components explained almost 60% of all variance. The angles between the features contributing to the first versus the second principal components were around 90°, indicating that the variables NMJ area, perimeter, length and longest branch length hardly correlated with the variables branches and branching points. This is in agreement with the above reported correlation coefficients (Fig 7B and 7C) . The features islands, muscle and active zones contributed most to the third (13.4%), fourth (10.4%) and fifth (7.7%) principal component, respectively. Based on these results, we defined five morphometric groups with a variety of mutual kinship: 1) NMJ size (NMJ area, perimeter, length and longest branch length), 2) geometry (branches and branching points), 3) islands, 4) muscle area and 5) number of active zones. Important to note is that the active zones also showed a moderate correlation and contribution to the NMJ-size features underlying most of the first component. This suggests that the number of active zones is at least partially coordinated with NMJ size. We obtained comparable results when applying PCA on datasets specific to one combination of gender and genetic background library (Tables  A-E in S3 Table) or datasets specific for one abdominal body segment (Tables F-I in S3 Table) .
In summary, our data showed that synaptic size varies the most within (natural) populations, followed by the branching geometry. It is remarkable that the size-and geometry-related features hardly correlated, suggesting that these features are differentially regulated during larval NMJ development.
Wider macro applicability
Our macro was designed to cope with the challenges of high-throughput images with limited resolution and quality. However, to ensure wide applicability we also tested our macro on confocal images (S3 Fig). Following a similar strategy as above, manual and macro counts were compared between n = 15 NMJ confocal images, co-labeled for Dlg1 and Brp (Tables A-I in S4  Table) . No significant differences and ccc scores 0.83 were found for the NMJ features NMJ area, perimeter, length, longest branch length, number of islands, number of branches, number of branching points and number of active zones when manual measurements were compared to the macro assessment (Table 2) . We found, however, a significant difference between manual and macro bouton count (p = 0.01; ccc = 0.55), which indeed confirmed that the marker and not the technique is causing this difference. It generally applied that the better the quality of the image, the better the macro performed. We further tested the applicability of our software to other synaptic markers. Horseradish peroxidase (Hrp) is a neuronal membrane marker, commonly used to stain NMJ presynaptic terminals. Visual inspection of macro-annotated images still revealed errors in bouton counting for boutons that lacked a discernible interbouton space. All other NMJ features were displayed correctly, as is shown in a representative NMJ image (Panel A in S2 Fig) . Neither the pre-or postsynaptic marker tested (Dlg1 and Hrp) where suitable for bouton counting with our macro. Since the number of boutons is a frequently assessed parameter in studies of NMJ morphology, we further optimized the macro in order to reliably recognize and count the boutons using the synaptic markers Synaptotagmin (Syt) and Cysteine string protein (Csp), two presynaptic vesicle-associated proteins. Both proved to be very suitable markers to distinguish and count even closely positioned boutons, probably because of the complete lack of staining in interbouton regions (Panels B-C in S2 Fig) . For appropriate segmentation of bouton numbers a second macro was created: Drosophila_NMJ_Bouton_Morphometrics. It is available via the same public figshare repository: https://figshare.com/s/ec634918c027f62f7f2a [36] .
Drosophila_NMJ_Bouton_Morphometrics allows users to accurately count boutons on Syt or Csp immunostaining, co-labeled with Brp The working procedure is the same as described previously for Drosophila_NMJ_Morphometrics (S1 Protocol). It provides a result file where the NMJ features: number of boutons, NMJ bouton area, NMJ length, NMJ longest branch length, number of islands, number of branches, number of branching points and number of active zones are assessed. To prove the reliability of Drosophila_NMJ_Bouton_Morphometrics bouton counts, the same validation procedure as described previously was used to evaluate manual versus macro bouton counts in n = 26 NMJ confocal images, labeled with Syt (S5 Table  and S4 Fig) . No significant differences in number of boutons and a ccc score of 0.96 between manual and macro counting were found (Table 3) .
Discussion
Synapse morphology, shaped by synaptic transmission and regulating synaptic efficacy, is of central interest in neuroscience. However, it is still largely unknown how synapses adopt their overall shape. Most studies focused on one or few synaptic features rather than assessing synapse morphology more comprehensively and quantitatively. Here, we used the Drosophila larval NMJ, a widely used model for glutamatergic synapse biology and amenable to powerful genetic approaches, to pave the way for systematic synapse morphometry. We developed and released a Fiji-based macro to automatically and objectively evaluate nine morphological NMJ features. We estimate that the macro would save an experienced researcher up to 15 minutes per NMJ spent on manual image segmentation and analysis. By applying this method on a large number of muscle 4 glutamatergic type 1b NMJs, we quantified significant effects of gender, genetic background and abdominal body segment on multiple aspects of NMJ morphology. Correlation and PCA analyses demonstrated that the nine assessed morphological features can be grouped into five morphometric groups. The two groups that accounted for features involved in synaptic size and geometry contributed most to the first two principal components, which covered 60% of total variance. These two groups hardly correlated with each other. We propose that different molecular mechanisms control the two components, at least at the evaluated muscle 4 NMJ.
Quantitative synapse morphometry
Our knowledge on molecules and mechanisms that shape synapses has greatly expanded in the last decade, and genetic screens in Drosophila have made an important contribution. Synapse morphology is a frequently used readout to discover genes required for proper synaptic function. Most studies have used (semi-)quantitative analyses, using e.g. the selection-and lineoptions of Fiji/ImageJ, but often only upon initial visual detection and performed by hand. Although this has proven to be sufficient to identify genes that if mutated grossly disrupt synapse development, this strategy likely has left more subtle modulators unidentified. Thus, the extent of the synapse regulome, including players that ensure proper orchestration of synapse coordinates, still awaits discovery. Their comprehensive identification needs a sensitive readout and a thorough understanding of how different morphological aspects relate to one another. Sutcliffe et al. created a publically available ImageJ plugin called "DeadEasy Synapse", which measures the total voxel size of Brp-positive active zones per NMJ [44] , and is thus complementary to our macro that instead achieves active zone counts and quantitative assessment of eight further morphometric NMJ features. In addition to Fiji/ImageJ, Cellprofiler is another open-source system for high-throughput image analysis [45] . It has been proven very useful for cell image analysis [46] [47] [48] , but also for morphological phenotypes measured in C.elegans [49] . Cellprofiler lacks options to trace branch-like skeleton structures, required to measure NMJ length and branching pattern. In this study, we developed such a tool. We show that our Fiji-based macro is semi-automated, sensitive, and objective, whereas manual counting is laborious and can be assumed to be subject to interpersonal differences. The macro generates output files that allow the user to evaluate accuracy of the image segmentation and to correct or exclude (depending on the nature of the limiting feature) annotated images from further analysis. A low quality of the immunohistochemistry resulted in less correctly assessed NMJ images. Whenever the input quality was guaranteed (input checkpoints 1 and 2), we retained 84-92% of NMJ images, depending on the feature of interest. In this study where we took a specific interest in the correlations among all features, we exclusively used the NMJ images in which all features could be assessed with high accuracy. Staining variability is responsible for most of the excluded images. However, it similarly influences manual evaluation and can therefore not be linked to the macro performance. Based on literature and our experimental observations, we aimed at quantifying nine morphological NMJ features. The macro performance was assessed for both wide field high-content and confocal muscle 4 NMJ images by investigating the deviation between manual and macro evaluations at three different levels: (1) sample distribution, (2) per given sample, and, most importantly, (3) for concordance. We deliberately chose the word 'deviation' over 'error' to underline that neither method can be considered as objectively true. Whereas successful for eight of these features, we were not able to optimize the bouton count in a satisfying manner for Dlg1, our marker of choice. The successful features were scored objectively and accurately, given the equal confidence interval widths and high concordance correlation coefficients (0.84, from which seven features even scored above 0.90). Whereas the macro measurements resulted in somewhat higher absolute values for length-related parameters, the high ccc scores demonstrate that this is a consistent proportional difference compared to the manual evaluation. Consequently, when both mutant and control samples are assessed by the same method, the difference (mutant:control) is equal for both methods. The macro counts somewhat higher absolute values, because it continuously thresholds between fore-and background, whereas manual measurements -in this case-are based on straight lines. The NMJ area is a two dimensional NMJ feature, a small difference in area evaluation therefore has a larger effect, explaining the somewhat lower ccc. This phenomenon is intrinsic to the nature of this parameter, as is also illustrated by a similar deviation between both manual experimentors. We conclude that our methodology shows accuracy and sensitivity comparable to manual evaluation for eight NMJ features.
Manual versus macro assessment of bouton number was not comparable, given the low concordance correlation coefficient of 0.22. We thus excluded the number of boutons from further analysis on this control dataset in this study. The macro uses a watershed transform -an algorithm that separates touching or slightly overlapping particles by identifying their local maxima in the distance function within these objects-on the segmented NMJ outline to distinguish individual boutons on NMJ outline invaginations, characteristic for interbouton regions [50] . We show that Dlg1 is not the optimal marker to determine bouton number, as this (mainly) postsynaptic marker presents with poorly pronounced interbouton constriction. We developed a second macro "Drosophila_NMJ_Bouton_Morphometrics" to assess the number of boutons using anti-Syt and anti-Csp, which successfully segmented boutons. We carefully validated the reliability of this second macro as done previously for our markers of interest (Dlg1 and Brp). Taken together, we developed 2 Fiji-based macros (Drosophila_NMJ_Morphometrics and Drosophila_NMJ_Bouton_Morphometrics) that perform objective and sensitive quantification of nine morphological NMJ features in a high-throughput manner.
Sources of natural variation in synapse morphometry
Beyond the sensitive read-out that is required to detect subtle differences in synaptic morphology, a thorough understanding of natural variation and contributing factors is required to limit the calling of false positive phenotypes. We therefore quantified the effect of the main variables in our study -gender, genetic background and abdominal body segment-on the eight muscle 4 NMJ features acquired by our macro and the manually acquired muscle area.
Males and females showed considerable differences in size-related NMJ features and in the number of active zones. The female synaptic terminal was almost 5% longer and 8% bigger compared to males and it contained 7% more active zones. In agreement with the bigger size of female flies [51] , the area of muscle 4 was 9% bigger in females than in males. Therefore, one might generate false positive results when comparing two datasets with each containing an uncontrolled amount of males-females. Interestingly, mutant screens or gene focused studies do not always report on gender selection or control, although gender can easily be selected for analyses [52] . Furthermore, gender selection is not mentioned in NMJ protocols that are often referred to by these studies [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] . Sex-specific differences at specific NMJ terminals were already described: Lnenicka, et al reported that muscle 5 produced larger excitatory postsynaptic potential in females and that type 1s motonerves on muscle 2 and 4 showed a greater charge transfer [59] . Interestingly, except for muscle size, no sex-specific difference in electrophysiology was detected for type 1b neurons on muscle 4, the synaptic terminal we focused on. Synapse morphology of 4-1s and 5-1b was measured, but no differences between males and females were found in this study for NMJ length, number of branches or number of boutons, which led the authors to suggest that the observed differences in transmitter release are due to ultra-structural and/or biochemical differences [59] . Our highly sensitive morphometry on 4-1b uncovered sexspecific NMJ properties that can potentially underlie the reported physiological differences. To our knowledge, no sex-specific regulators of NMJ morphology have been described yet.
Many of the NMJ-size related features were also significantly different between the two isogenic host strains (GD and KK RNAi libraries) we tested. Unquestionably, genetic differences can influence larval growth [60] , but since no significant difference was observed in muscle 4 size, we did not find indication of overall differences in animal growth in the two investigated genotypes. A traceable difference between both strains is the yellow+ marker in a yellow mutant background carried by the KK host strain. No NMJ abnormalities have been reported in yellow mutants, but yellow mutant alleles affect male courtship and mating behavior [61] , suggesting a potential role in or effect on the nervous system. Finally, we also demonstrated a significant impact of the abdominal body segments on muscle 4 NMJ morphometry. The observed patterns per morphological feature could be divided into four categories, with the greatest variance in geometry-related features and active zones. In general, muscle 4 type 1b synapses were shorter, more branched and have the highest number of active zones anteriorly.
In summary, all three tested variables in our NMJ analysis-gender, genetic background and abdominal segment-had a significant effect on at least some of the assessed morphological NMJ features on muscle 4. For quantitative evaluations, if aiming at high sensitivity, it is therefore important to take these features into account.
NMJ size and geometry are differentially regulated So far, Drosophila NMJ studies were often focused on a particular aspect of NMJ morphology, rather than assessing morphology more comprehensively. Consequently, the interdependencies of morphological features at this synapse, and at others, remained unknown. Carefully evaluating these relationships in unperturbed conditions, we here shed light onto which features are to what extent correlated, and thus provide first insights into the system properties of this important model synapse.
We identified five morphometric groups based on a pair wise correlation and principal component analysis. Interestingly, the features underlying the two groups explaining most of the variance hardly correlated, which led us to speculate that different biological processes underlie NMJ size and geometry. In agreement, both groups behaved differently between sexes and over the abdominal segments. Whereas NMJ geometry showed a decreasing number of branches and branching points from anterior to posterior, size features seemed to increase from abdominal segment 2 to 3. Surprisingly, the muscle 4 area only correlated to a minor extent with NMJ size (R = 0.349) and very weakly with the number of active zone (R = 0.160). Although a strong correlation was observed between bouton number and muscle 6/7 size during embryonic and larval growth [62] , the features seem to be less correlated within third instar larval stage. Whereas we cannot exclude differences between different NMJs/muscles, it seems more likely that the earlier observed correlation over a developmental time period reflect a general trend in growth to which all underlying mechanisms are subject to, rather than a tight causal relationship. Our result is in agreement with an earlier observation in which muscle size only partially (~50%) explained the variation in bouton number when comparing different Drosophila species [60] . Our finding provides an argument not to normalize synaptic size by muscle size, as has been practiced by some studies in third instar Drosophila larvae. These conclusions are applicable to NMJ morphological analyses of muscle 4 with the two markers of choice.
Although we validated our macro and carefully evaluated its performance in each NMJ image, our findings are still subject to technical variation such as variations in specimen dissections, immunolabeling intensities and the genome constitution. However, we have shown that the macro does not produce more variance than a manual counter does and the consistent correlations among gender and genetic background subgroups show the reproducibility of our data and support our conclusions. In our study, we evaluated three natural sources of variation to study the relation between nine synapse parameters: sex, abdominal segment identify and two selected genetic backgrounds. Additional sources causing NMJ structural variation have been demonstrated, such as larval and induced synapse activity [16, 17] . We raised larvae under controlled conditions and therefore do not expect a significant variation in our data linked to such mechanisms.
In summary, we developed a sensitive, accurate and semi-automated Fiji-based macro that permits high-throughput systems morphometry on the well-studied Drosophila larval NMJ on muscle 4. This method has the ability to handle several commonly used NMJ markers and microscope techniques. Here, we used a systems biology approach on two comprehensively generated, multiparametric datasets to start to understand how different morphological aspects of the synapse are coordinated. We showed how the nine measured morphometric features relate to one another and defined five morphometric groups in which features showed higher intra-than inter-correlation (Fig 8) , suggesting that different molecular mechanisms are at work. The macro that we have developed and the here reported results have shed first light onto the design principles of an important model synapse, paved the way to quantitative synapse morphometry and can be applied to identify genes that couple features within a one morphometric group or that orchestrate the relations between different morphometric groups.
Methods
Fly stocks and maintenance
Fly stocks were maintained using standard Drosophila diet (sugar/cornmeal/yeast). Virgins from a w 1118 ; UAS-Dicer-2; elav-Gal4 promotor line were crossed to males from either w (VDRC stock 60100 -genetic background of the KK library) and maintained at 28°C, 60% humidity. Crosses were performed with consistent amounts of flies and food. Positive control RNAi strains were in a similar manner crossed to virgins of the promotor line. The following Rab3 (FBgn0005586; CG7576) P{KK108633}VIE-260B (VDRC stock KK100787). Panneuronally induced knockdown conditions were compared to progenies from the driver crossed to the respective library host strain (GD60000 or KK60100).
NMJ dissections & immunohistochemistry
Wandering L3 larvae were labeled for their gender and dissected, fixed in 3.7% paraformaldehyde for 30 min and co-labeled for bruchpilot (Brp) and discs large 1 (Dlg1). Brp was revealed using the primary antibody nc82 (1:125) (Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank) applied overnight at 4°C and the secondary Alexa 488-labeled goat-anti-mouse antibody (1:125) (Invitrogen Molecular Probes). Discs large was visualized using primary antibody anti-Dlg1 (1:25) (Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank) conjugated with the Zenon Alexa Fluor 568 Mouse IgG1 labeling kit (Invitrogen), applied according to the manufacturer's protocol. For Hrp, Syt and Csp labeling, larvae were blocked for 1.5h on 5% NGS-PBS-T (0.3% Triton X-100 in PBS). Primary antibody anti-Hrp (rabbit, 1:750) (Jackson ImmunoResearch), anti-Syt (rabbit, 1:100) (kindly provided by H.Bellen) or anti-Csp (mouse, 1:25) was applied overnight at 4°C, followed by the Alexa 568-or 488-labeled secondary antibodies (1:500) (Invitrogen Molecular Probes).
Image acquisition
NMJ images were obtained of type 1b NMJs at muscle 4 using an automated Leica DMI6000B high-content microscope. Individual NMJs were imaged at 10x (snapshot; Dlg1 only; 1.096 pixels/μm) and 63x magnification (stack; both channels; 6.932 pixels/μm). A fixed stack size was used, comprising 42 images per channel with a z-step size of 0.3μm and a z-volume of 12.152μm. The 2x42 images were saved as separate tiff files, encoding the NMJ number, zplane and channel number in the file name. The area of muscle 4 was manually assessed via the segmented line option in Fiji at the lower magnification. Confocal NMJ images were obtained of type 1b NMJs at muscle 4 using the Olympus FV1000 microscope. Individual NMJs were imaged at 60x (stack; both channels; 4.83 pixels/ μm) with a z-step size of 0.91μm and a z-volume adjusted to the depth of the NMJ.
Macro processing
The macro, written in ImageJ macro language, is compatible with the open source Fiji platform [32] . The entire analysis procedure consists of three steps, for which three separate sub-macros were written. This setup was chosen to allow maximum flexibility in the workflow. Sub macros can be executed from the main macro through a graphical user interface (GUI).
The first sub macro "Convert to stack" traverses a directory structure selected by the user in the GUI. Detected unprocessed images belonging to the same NMJ are recognized based on their z-plane and channel number and subsequently converted and saved to a hyperstack (containing all image data in a single tiff file) and maximum-intensity based Z-projection (referred to as 'flat stack'). In our setup, the macro takes as input two channel z-stacks where the individual z-planes are stored as separate tiff files. The macro can however be adapted to deal with other types of input images.
The second part of the macro (sub macro 2 -"Define ROI") is a semi-automated step where flat stacks are detected and opened automatically in a consecutive manner. Only images are opened that have not been processed by sub macro 2 before. In every flat stack, the region of interest (ROI) is manually defined by the user using the free hand selection tool. A binary ROI image is created and stored in the image source directory.
The third sub macro ("Analyze") identifies hyperstacks for which the ROI image is present. NMJ image analysis is performed throughout each stack, within the limits of the image-specific ROI. Macro-annotated images are stored, containing a delineation of the analyzed NMJ. Additionally, a text file containing nine quantified features per NMJ is stored in the main directory.
Macro image analysis
To enable high-throughput image acquisition and analysis, we used wide field fluorescence imaging to develop the macro. Out-of-focus fluorescence around the NMJ terminal, inherently present in these images, necessitates pre-processing to distinguish foreground signal from background noise. Therefore in the first step of the macro images are filtered applying a rolling ball background subtraction algorithm with a radius of 20 pixels. This algorithm is considered effective and fast for suppression of a non-uniform background with objects of rather constant diameter [63] . The outline of the entire NMJ is defined by an auto-threshold selection based on Renyi's Entropy algorithm, applied to the Dlg1 or Hrp staining. This algorithm was shown to outperform several other entropy-based threshold selection methods [64] , and resulted in consistent and adequate segmentation on a series of test images in the present study. Constriction of the synaptic terminal between boutons provided the basis for the analysis of bouton counting's. A watershed separation is performed on the binary NMJ outline. Resulting objects exceeding an (empirically determined lower bound) area threshold of 100 pixels are considered to represent boutons. To filter against background noise as for example present in Hrp staining, an optional filter ("Remove small particles") was implemented to remove particles smaller than 100 pixels.
To measure NMJ length and branching geometry, a binary skeleton for the NMJ is determined. The skeleton is a one-pixel thick axis along the center of the NMJ, calculated using mathematical morphology on the binary image. We found that the auto-threshold described above, used to accurately determine the NMJ outline, and was sometimes too restricted for accurate determination of the skeleton when using Dlg1, Syt or Csp staining. The macro therefore uses auto-threshold selection based on Li's Minimum Cross Entropy for this purpose. This algorithm generally results in somewhat wider segmentation results, as previously witnessed by the results of Sengur et al. [65] . The Renyi's Entropy algorithm was used for NMJs stained with Hrp. From the NMJ skeleton five features (length, longest branch length, number of branches, branching points and islands) are calculated.
Subsequently, the number of active zones is counted in the Brp-channel by finding local intensity maxima in the 3D image stack. To reduce the effect of intensity variations over individual active zones, stacks are first filtered applying a 3D grey closing with a small circular structuring element. Identified local maxima are considered to represent one active zone if they do not touch other local maxima (either horizontally/vertically or diagonally) and exceed a minimum intensity level (automatically determined using Huang's fuzzy thresholding method), to prevent background fluctuations to be counted as active zones.
Confocal NMJ images were processed in a similar manner, with maxima noise tolerance '100' and Brp-puncta lower threshold '250'.
Macro validation
The nine NMJ features measured by the macro were in parallel manually quantified, blind to the macro results, independently by two experimenters in 30 NMJ images. Images were processed with Fiji. For each channel a projection was created from in-focus planes. The subtract background algorithm was applied to the Dlg1 channel, followed by 3 consecutive applications of the standard FIJI smooth filter (3x3 average filter), and area and perimeter were determined by manually thresholding the NMJ terminals. All length related NMJ features were measured using the freehand lines tool. Active zones were visually assessed in the Brp channel. Macro counts were plotted against averaged manual counts, and Lin's concordance correlation coefficients was calculated in R, using the epi.ccc function of the epiR package [66] . The % deviation between manual and macro count is calculated as (average manual result-macro result) / average manual result x 100%. Sensitivity is true positives / (true positives + false positives), specificity is true positives / (true positives + false negatives). Active zone results are compared to experimentor #1.
Confocal NMJ images (n = 15) were validated in a similar manner by one experimenter. Picture one was excluded from Brp-analysis because of low staining quality.
Statistics
Statistics were performed in R (R Development Core Team, 2008) [67] . For comparisons between manual and macro counts, gender and genetic backgrounds, independent 2-group ttests were applied for normally distributed features (area, active zones, boutons, length, longest branch length, perimeter and muscle) and Mann-Whitney U tested for not normally distributed features (branches, branching points and islands). Whenever required, p-values were adjusted by a Holm-Bonferroni correction and indicated as padj. Anova-Tukey method was used for body segment analysis followed by Tukey's honest significance test (Tukey's HSD). Pearson correlations were calculated for the different feature combinations and visualized in an adjusted scatter plot matrix [68] . Principal component analysis [69] was used to study the relationship among different aspects of synapse morphology.
Drosophila_NMJ_Bouton_Morphometrics
Drosophila_NMJ_Bouton_Morphometrics was specifically developed to assess the number of NMJ boutons of Syt-or CSP-immunostained NMJs. The macro processing and macro analysis follow the same steps as described previously in this section, except that the outline of the entire NMJ is defined by an auto-threshold selection based on the algorithm moments and a dilating step prior to the watershed separation. These increase efficiency of bouton segmentation. The algorithm area in this macro assesses bouton area after the bouton segmentation, and the algorith NMJ perimeter is obsolete and has been removed. Resulting objects exceeding an (empirically determined lower bound) area threshold of 10 pixels are considered to represent boutons. The filter against background noise ("Remove small particles") should always be activated when running this macro and was implemented to remove particles smaller than 10 pixels.
The validation of bouton counts for the Drosophila_NMJ_Bouton_Morphometrics macro was performed using confocal images of NMJs (n = 26) immunolabeled with anti-Syt antibody. The number of boutons were counted by two experimenters blind to the results of the macro, and where compared with the macro counts using the same procedures as described in macro validation. Two picture where excluded from Syt-analysis because of low staining quality.
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